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ArabFinance: International oil companies (IOC) are not likely to expand or favor their
operations in Egypt if they have to wait for long stretches of time to be paid in arrears,
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says Geoffrey Heal, Managerial Economics Professor at Columbia University, US.
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According to the Egyptian legislation, for an IOC to operate it needs to sign a
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production sharing agreement (PSA) with the government, under which they are
granted the right to explore and produce the country’s natural resources. Per the
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agreement, both parties share the profits after the foreign company is repaid its
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operating costs from oil and gas sales. However, also per the contract, the Egyptian
government has the right to purchase all the quantity it needs at a set price before
they could sell to other parties. In the absolute majority of cases, Egypt purchases all
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production and, therefore, has to pay IOCs for both the cost of operations and for the
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IOC’s share of output; hence the escalating value of dues.
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In some offshore fields, where operation costs are too high for most global
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companies, a different arrangement is set.
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The official start of the problem was in 2011; the first five years after the revolution
were marked by a series of economic constraints that hindered Egypt’s ability to repay
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arrears to IOCs. The market concept behind Heal’s words is what has motivated the
Egyptian Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources to work on overcoming these
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challenges and commit to the payment of all its oil dues.
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In March 2013, foreign currency reserves reached a record low of $13.4 billion down
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from $36.005 billion in 2010, according to the Central Bank of Egypt (CBE). It is no
coincidence that, by the end of that same year, oil dues peaked to $6.3 billion,
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compared to $3.2 billion in fiscal year (FY) 2010/2011 and $1.3 billion in FY
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2009/2010.
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In September 2013, the ministry encouraged IOCs to invest in exploration and
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production (E&P) activities in exchange for more rapid payments. One year later, in
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August 2014, the government announced its plan to gradually reduce energy
subsidies as part of a strategy to ensure the country had enough capital to repay its
dues.
Those were some of the ministry’s first measures towards a successful journey that
seven years later dropped oil dues to $0.85 billion, and enabled a more attractive
investment environment and a more profitable industry.
Payment progression
The stagnated economy required Egypt to go through a bold economic reform under
the guidelines of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), which in return provided the
country with a three-year extended fund facility (EFF) worth $12 billion. The IMF’s
conditions for the loan included the liberalization of the energy sector with the
complete cut of fuel and electricity subsidies, as well as the liberalization of the
Egyptian pound exchange rate.
On November 3rd 2016, eight days before the approval of the loan, the CBE abolished
its fixed exchange system and subjected the country’s currency to the market
dynamics of interbank currency trading. The change devaluated the Egyptian pound,
making it immediately fall from EGP 8.77 per dollar to EGP 14.635, and then to EGP
17.417 a week later.
The positive results of the IMF-led reform started to show in 2017, when foreign
reserves reached $31.3 billion by the following June and $37 billion by December,
compared to $24.26 billion in December 2016. Reserves continued to increase in the
following year, reaching $44.25 billion in June 2018. In July 2019, when Egypt
received the last tranche of the $12 billion EFF, foreign reserves reached $44.916
billion, increasing again in August to $44.969 billion.
The country’s economic recovery has gradually enabled the payment of arrears to
IOCs. From the end of 2016 to January 2018, oil dues reduced from $3.5 billion to
$2.2 billion, according to data issued by the World Bank. By June 2018, debts dipped
below pre-revolution levels recording $1.2 billion, compared to $1.35 billion in 2010.
By the following June, oil dues dropped to $0.9 billion. In the same month in 2020, the
government’s debt once again decreased, reaching $0.85 billion. This indicates that
from 2013 to 2020, Egypt’s arrears to IOCs decreased 87%.
Attracting investments
The country’s capacity to repay oil dues has, as expected, positively impacted
petroleum foreign investments. Except for FY 2014/2015 and FY 2015/2016, when oil
investments went down from $7.4 billion in the first FY to $6.8 billion in the latter, the
consecutive years witnessed a continuous increase. In FY 2016/2017, investments
recorded $8.1 billion, while FY 2017/2018 and FY 2018/2019 reached $8.5 billion and

$9.5 billion, respectively.
The foreign investor confidence towards Egypt’s economy has been exceptionally
handy in a time that sees oil and gas companies transitioning to renewable energy.
“Many IOCs are cutting back their investment in oil fields because of the transition
away from fossil fuels, so the Egyptian government probably feels the need to be
competitive if it wants to retain investment,” says Columbia University’s Heal.
Current challenges
Now, the Egyptian oil and gas sector’s main challenge is to maintain sustainable
growth despite low oil prices and sharp changes in market dynamics. Keeping positive
levels of oil exports to maximize foreign exchange revenue is part of this equation as
oil demand considerably decreased in the market due to a drop in consumption.
New economic commitments generated by the pandemic, such as subsidies, aids,
and precautions, might also delay the payment of the remaining oil dues to IOCs,
says Hesham Eldomy a financial planning and analysis economist at a private energy
company. From March 2020 to March 2021, for instance, Egypt disbursed more than
$5.3 billion to help irregular workers cope with the COVID-19 crisis, as announced by
Finance Minister Mohamed Maait in February 2021.

The Ministry of Petroleum hasn’t announced a schedule to finish paying the remaining
oil dues. However, it has looked at keeping the IOCs’ trust through different forms to
attract investments. This included a digital bid round for E&P in 24 areas that span the
Gulf of Suez, the Western Desert, and the Eastern and Western Mediterranean, which
was announced by the ministry in February.
“Drilling more development wells means more production, which subsequently
increases the government share of production capacity and favors exports and foreign
currency reserves,” says Eldomy. "Like many other developing nations, Egypt is
seeking to strike a balance between crude oil production, domestic consumption, and
export revenue, while seeking to maintain internal political harmony.”
By Mariana Somensi
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